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are emerging or non-readers
take alternate assessments
are in special education
short-attention span
lack pre-requisite skills
benefit from the use of
pictures for support

For students who:



Print and digital formats
2 separate files; color and
black and white (for
easier printing)

This unit contains 10 days of
material.   



Overall tips for teaching
students with significant needs
A quick look at what you will do
each day
Detailed instructions on how
that day's lesson should run

The lesson plans contain:



This unit comes with a
vocabulary board.  

Vocabulary boards are great
for ALL students to assist with
participation and engagement

in group discussions.

Tips on how to use in the unit!!



Months of the year
Days of the week
My Daily schedule 

There are  3 books with simple
text and engaging photos.

It comes in a PowerPoint version
as well as an mp4 (movie) version.



There is a circle map for each
month.  Each circle map has an
errorless version (with only
correct answers) and a version
with wrong answers mixed in.  

Each one will be done at the
beginning of the corresponding
month throughout the year.



There are several
opportunities for

students to practice
putting the months of the
year in order.  There are

4 templates to choose
from depending on the
level of your student.



  There are 2 different
templates to choose from

when students are
matching the holidays to

the months. 



  There are several
opportunities for
students to practice
putting the days of the
week in order.  



  Some have a combination
of words and picture

symbols.



  Some have students only
fill in missing days rather

than putting the entire
week in order.



  There is also a booklet where
students can add their own

pictures showing what they do
each day of the week.  Lots of

picture choices are provided, or
they can draw their own.



Group activity

There are large cards
and directions for
playing a "Who am I?"
group activity.



Students can watch a movie book
version of all 3 books rather than
print them out.

This unit also includes digital
versions of the activities.



Each activity is set up so
students can click and drag
answers.  No typing is
required. 



The second set of slides uses color
for differentiation and extra
support for students who may need
it.  Mix and match slides from both
sets to make the perfect set for
each student.


